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A BETTER PRICING MODEL LEADS TO INCREASED PROFITABILITY 

 

The Client:  A $25 MM custom manufacturing company based in Idaho. 

The Challenge:  How to optimally price a mix of work that ranges from very easy to produce to very 

difficult.   Complex jobs involve many more setups on the manufacturing line, slowing down production.  

Simpler jobs have fewer setups, so the line runs more continuously, increasing total throughput. 

The standard way to price work in this industry was to use higher percentage markups for more 

complex, slower to produce jobs and a lower one for jobs that were faster to produce.  This is rational, 

but perhaps not optimal as some jobs were so slow to produce that it was clear the percentage markups 

used were not high enough. 

The issue was further clouded by the fact that some jobs were simple to manufacture but were made of 

expensive high-strength materials.  In cases like this, the percentage markup would yield a very high 

price relative to the complexity of the work. 

It seemed like there must clearly be a better way to assign value to the manufacturing complexity of the 

work, separate from the cost of the materials. 

The Solution:  Sharpen took a “Moneyball” approach to solving this problem.  We figured there must be 

a better way to measure and price for the resource consumption of each job.   

We noted that the plant was operating at or near capacity 100% of the time, so there was a fixed 

number of hours of manufacturing equipment and labor resource available each day.  Using basic 

arithmetic, we derived the following pricing equation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Result:  In the first year of implementing this model, the company realized a 50% increase in EBITDA 

on revenue that was about 10% higher than the previous year.  The throughput of the plant was 

optimized for the maximum value of markup that could flow through the manufacturing process as 

opposed to series of jobs marked up by percentages that were not scientifically linked to their 

complexity. 

 

 

Daily Overhead $ 5,000$            All costs but direct manufacturing labor and materials.

+ Daily Profit Goal $ 7,000$            Based on the amount of capital invested in the business and the required return on capital.

= Daily Fixed Cost Goal 12,000$         Amount each day's manufacturing activity needs to yield, above material and labor costs.

+ Daily Direct Labor Cost 6,000$            Direct variable cost of labor and manufacturing operations

=Total Daily Markup 18,000$         Amount of markup that must be completed by the facility each day to meet financial

Plant hours per Day: 12$                 objectives.

Markup needed per Plant Hour 1,500$          (A job requiring one plant hour to produce would have a markup of $1,500.)

The price for each job then becomes: Material Cost + (# of Plant Hours x $1,500)


